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METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF FAST
AND SLOW NEU'rRON FLUX DENSITIES
I NTRODUCTION
Investig ations (6, p.431) h ave shown tha t high-energy
radiations can produce serious damage to the human body.
From animal experiments and a s eries of disastrous human
overexposures, the gross effects of radiation absorption
became known.

With the knowledge that these effects are

irreversible and cumulative, it becomes a pressing problem
to reduce exposures to the lowest possible levels.

Since

the Oregon State College cyclotron is capable of producing
large numbers of fast and slow neutrons, this thesis was
undertaken as a part of the neutron evaluation problem
associated with the above machine.

A por t ion of t h is work

was carried out at Hanford Works, Richland, Washington,
where there exist calibrated sources of fast and slow neu
trons.

A slow neutron dosimeter (M.s. thesis of R. A.

Bennett) was calibrated in a known flux densit y of thermal
neutrons.

This instrument will be used in the vicinity of

the cyclotron to determine slow neutron flux densities.

A

wooden moderating assembly was built to calibrate BF 3 pro
portional counters. This type of counter may be used to
determine slow neutron flux densities and, as such, effec
tively serve as a check on the above dosimeter.

A standard

of thermal neutron flux density was built in order to
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calibrate foils .

These foils may then be used to determine

the attenuation of neutrons in the cyclotron shielding and
the neutron flux in certain physical experiments .

A fast

neutron survey meter was built in order to evaluate the
fast neutron dosage in the vicinity of the cyclotron.

Any

neutron measuring device must be calibrated in terms of
standard sources .
calibrated.

A 10 me Ra- Be neutron source was thus

This source is important in that it is the

standard upon which the reliability of the above instru
ments rests .

3
CALIBRATION OF THE OREGON STATE COLLEGE
RADIUM-BERYLLIUM NEUTRON SOURCE
The source consists of 10 me of a radium salt mixed
homogeneously with powdered beryllium in a steel capsule.
The neutrons are produced by the (~n) reactions
Be9 + Helt.. c12 + n + 5.76 Mev,
Be9 + Hei. 3He4 + n + 1.58 Mev.
The neutron energies vary due to differences in the energy
of the alpha particles from radium and its decay products,
and to the possibility of the carbon nuclei being left in an
excited state after the emission of a less energetic neutron.
The energy spectrum varies from very low energies to 13 Mev,
with an integrated average of about 5.6 Mev .

The source is

stored in a one-inch wall lead cylinder imbedded in a boron
paraffin pot, and handled with a three-foot holder.

The

radiation dose rate at this distance is less than themax
imum permissible limit of 6.25 mrem/hr, as speoi.t'ied by the
Atomic Energy Commission.
Three methods were used to calibrate the 10 me source
by comparison with other standard sources:
I.

Sigma Pile Comparison.

The sigma pile (9,p.485)

is a cadmium covered, graphite parallelepiped 160 x 160 x
279 em.

It is constructed of 10 x 10 om bars of different

lengths mounted on a concrete base.

There are six slots
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for inserting foils at different distances "z" from the
source , one removable bar for inserting sources , and two
removable bars for inserting counter tubes .

The neutrons

are emitted from the source , degraded to thermal energies
by elastic collisions with carbon nuclei , and diffused into
the graphite until they are absorbed .

If the moderating

material has a relatively high atomic weight , a good approx
imation to the slowing down process is governed by the Fermi
age equation (3 , p . l76) :

q: the

where

slowing down density

t::. the Fermi age

(.tn

I
:: 3 !(•-.!..)

3

J

E
,(

1
:iA
~11
E0
: logarithmic energy

dec;rement :

(.t.,. E) d(.(Jt E)

,fn .1_
E.

AC.: mean
I

free path for scattering .

After the neutrons are reduced to thermal energies they
will obey the steady state diffusion equation:

\7 2 )lv- ~-

where

~

lt'V+.S :.o

: total macroscopic cross section
It

for absorption

1111 .: neutron flux density , commonly
called the neutron flux in
neutrons/cm2/sec
D

= diffusion

At~t: t~tt1t.sfoJtt.
S.: q/D

constant .:

A.,..,
T

meQ.11 fJtte Pd·J,

source condition .

Since q was determined from the slowing down equation, it
may be substituted for the source condition and the result
ant equation solved for the neutron flux density .

This

particular sigma pile, located at Hanford Works, Richland,
Washington, was calibrated by the Physics Group of the
Radiological Sciences Department .

Table I lists the re

sults of the calibration.
TABLE I
Hanford Works Sigma Pile Calibration

-Slot

Z{cm)

1

15 . 7
37 . 0

2

58. )

3

~6

79 . 6
100 . 9
122. 2

nv(p/em2/sec)
7$00
$100
2800
1370

655

310

Stringer

Z(om)

nv(n/cm2/sec)

Middle
Top

85 . 1
126 . 7

11~0

2 5

To perform experimental work with a sigma pile, one
must have a standard of fast neutrons .

A standard Ra- Be

source, Hanford Works #68- B, had been calibrated by the
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Hanford Physics Group using a standard method.
is placed in a large tank of

H2P (9,

The source

p.456) in Which the

neutrons are slowed down to thermal energies and then
absorbed before they can escape from the tank.

Shortly

after placing the source in the tank, the source strength

Q will equal the number of absorptions per unit time in
the tank.

Q

At equilibrium

= 4-

7r1oon1.d, _[ E_,._ «IV 1111(-itE) .«;(e) dE
o

o

where N ::; nuclei/cm3

<J;" ~ absorption cross section
)li:

neutron flux

If.: distance from the source

ll-""ff N [
~(IJ) fi;('1) IJ~ JJJ
The problem of absolute source calibration reduces to the
also

Q:

00

experimental determination of tet)Qq(l)) by thermal neutron
detectors. By this method Q(#68- B) = 1.03! .42 x 106 n/sec.
In the sigma pile , the ratio of the Oregon State College
unknown source streng th to the standard #68- B is equal to
the r atio of the induced activities of indium foils exposed
to the two sources .

Making the assumption that the two

sources have the same neutron spectrum, one has

where

Qs :: strength of standard
source #68- B

7
Qx :: strength of the Oregon State College
source,
At : Ab • 1 . 07 A0 ,
At :: saturated actl vi ty of the foil due onl
to slow n utrona,
Ab: saturated acti v1ty
A0

or

=saturated activity of

the bare foil,
the foil covered

with cadmium,
1 . 07 = corr ction tor the absorption of indium
resonance n utrons in cadmium

(11~

p . 62),

The Oregon State College source w e compared with the Ban•
ford Works source by making identical exposure
sigma pile .

in the

The foils were counted in identical geometries

with an end window Geiger- MUller counter mounted in a lead
shield.

1~e

pulses from the tube were fed into an Atomic

Energy Conwission linear amplifier-scaler combination,
Model C a.M.- 70 #lll .

Since the dead tim

of the counter

was of the order ot 10-4 sec, no correction wa
for the counting rates in this experiment .

nece sary

A b ckground

count was taken overnight, betore and after counting.

In

Table II the count /10 min are corrected for b ckground.
standardization of the Geiger- Muller counter was made
day, u ing a 1o· 6 me Ra- D, E, and F source .

A

ach

8
Table II gives the results of the calibration:
TABLE II
Sigma Pile Calibration of the 10 mc Ra- Be Source
Ab(c/10
min)

Ac(c/10
min)

Source (#68- B) ,
foil in 4th
slot

274, 000
+ 247.5

3940 !
314

Source (Oregon
State College) ,
foil in 4th
slot

.5900
126

±

1.07 A0
(c/10 min)
4216 !
336

Limits
overlap
background

Oregon State College Source -=: 1 • .54

0

At( c/10
min)
269,784
2811

-

+

.5900
126

!

! . 04 x 1rf> n/sec .

The limits are probable errors of counting to 90 per cent
confidence.

See Appendix 1 for indium foil techniques .

Mn S04 • H20 Bath. The technique of calibrating
sources in a tank of H20 and Mn S04 has been discussed
II .

(9, p . 4.56).

If a fast neutron source is introduced into a

tank with dimensions of one meter p er side, the neutrons
will be moderated by the hydrogen and to a lesser extent
by the other elements .
by the

l~,

A certain f raction will be absorbed

which becomes beta

a~tive

with a half-life of

The fraction absorbed is
t :!VHn

c;;

!YI\f, ,.-,.. ; .,.

where

~).

rr:;;

+
ar= absorption cross section

N=number of nuolei/om3
The spatial distribution of the manganese activity is the
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aame as the slowing down density .

The integral of the ac•

tiv1ty over the volume ot the tank 1a proportional to the
sourc
by

A echan1cal integr tion may be performed

strength .

removing the source and stirring.

The saturated activity

"A" of the solution is then propor t ional to the source
strength.

This method is independent of a ny asymmetry of

the sources or their spectra.

If one 1

comparing two Ra•Be

ow-cea, no correction is n oesaary tor leakage of neutrons
from the tank .

A second Hanford standard Ra-ae source w a

used for these measurements .
In terms of this small r

strength ot

1.54 ! . 09

tandard, #75-B, which has a

x 1o? n/aee ,
Sx : ~

Q

The MnSo

A

8

4 • HiD solution was pr par d by dissolving a taou

MnSo4 •

H2o in tap water . The level of the
solution in the tank was kept constant by the addition of
sand pounds of

water.

The Oregon State College

ource was suspended 1n a

thin aluminum, vat r-tight container in the cent r of the
tank by tine piano wire.

hours and SO minutes.
solution stirred.
the activity of the

The solution was irrad1at d

The sourc

wa

then remov d and the

Ten minut a after removal of the souree
elution waa eounted with

1mmer ion-type Geiger-Miiller counter.

plified,

15

cal d, and reoor4ed with a

V1otoreen

The pulses were am

uclear Instrument

10

Corporation #162 scaler .

Emp1rio8.1 observatione (7, p . 20)

have shown that over a period of time the counti

rate

t'rom a standard source will var1 beyond any statistical
11m1ta, even though the tube is operated at a fixed voltag•
This is the result or aging of the tube; however, if the
pulse height is 2 •.5 times the Geiger-MUller threshold, the
counting rate from a standard will always remain the same .
All Geiger- Mull .r tubes used for this thesis w re operated
at this point .

The tube was standardized each day with

10 me Ra source, # 22- L.
the tube in the middl

A background count was taken with

or the tank .

The aforementioned

procedure was repeated two days 1 ter using the standard
Table III gives the results of the calibration.

source .

TABL

III

Water Tank Calibration ot the 10 me Ra- e Source
c/302 min

Background
c/102 min

Aa

4$66 ! 114

161.5

! 66

14,.520 : 198

Ax

4S7S t 114

1614

!

14,480 ! 197

66

Oregon State College Source:: 1 •.53
III .

Long Counter.

Standardization
cLlO min

! . 04 x 1oS n/sec

One may consider an energy inde•

pendent neutron counter of the type developed by Hanson and
Me Kibben

(4,

p . 673) .

The counting rate from a standard

source placed at a certain distance trom the detector is

11

Cs :
where

Q8

"d~ s

=number

neutron/sec from the standard

source ,
.1\.

: the solid angle subtended at the

source by the detector ,
Cs : counting rate of the detector
due to Qs,
S

= the

sensitivity of the detector in

c/min /

n/cm2/sec .

When the unknown source is placed at the same spot, the
counting rate is

If the sources have approximately the same geometrical size
and the counter sensitivity is independent of the neutron
energy, then

Qx - Cx Qa

-

Cs

However , if the neutron flux is isotropic from the standard
but not from the Oregon State College source, one proceeds
as follows:

To obtain the true number of neutrons that are

emitted into a certain solid angle , it is necessary to know
the angular distribution of neutrons from the source .
counting rate at4r must be corrected by the factor

i Yhtcp) si't
0

ct

d cp

The

12
~)

wh re

rate/ unit

1

th

normalized counting
~

olid angle at angl

anci heno

The integr 1 of the experimentally determined angul r dis

tribution

be evaluated by normalizing the counting rate

y

ot th d teotor

and then numerically int gr ting .

usp nded at a point one

known source was

from the .t'ront t ce of th

t r distant

counter by a thin aluminum rod

anchored to the top of the count r .

system wa hoi ted

Th

o nter of a 27- foot cubical room to r duoe

up into th

tt ct

Tbe un

due to scattering.

fh

pulse

trom th

3 pro

portional counter were preamplified for transmittal through
a coaxial cable to an Atomic Instrument Com,p ey linear am
plifier,

odel 2040 .

After ampl1t1cation and discrimination

they were t d to an Atomic Inatru ent Company sc ler, Model
10)0.

The BF

3 tube was operated at the upper one-third ot

ita pl teau.

The source waa rotated )60° in

tep

and the counting rate was ob erved at each step .
tropy waa di played with reap ct to th

colatitude.

ani o ropy with reap ot to the azimuth is given in

and Table IV .

Since the dim na1ona

ame, the standard
and geom try a
been

co~~ected

th

aourc

ouree was su pended in th

4S0 ,

o aniso
The
igure 1
were the

same bucket

the tandard had pr vioual1
above- mentioned Phy ica Group tor

the unknown.
by th

or

of

13
asymmetry .

They observed
neutron flux at distance r

~

Q•K

'1-11"112
K : . 91 for top and

where

base
K : 1. 02 for the sides
Table IV gives the results of evaluating the angular dis•
tribution integral .

The Oregon State College source

strength equals 1. 47

! . 07

.x

10$ n/aec to 90 per cent con•

tidence limits .
TABLE IV
Anisotropy of the 10 me Ra- Be Source

~
00

N ~) in

e/_min
+

1078 - 54

N(cp)normalized
at 0°

N(<p ) normalized

l

0

~ sin ~

45°

1049 ! 54

. 973

. 688

90°

913 ! 50

. 847

. 847

13$ 0

104$ - 53

. 969

. 685

180°

1076

! 54

. 998

0

225°

1050 - .53

. 976

. 690

! .51

. 910

. 910

53

. 967

. 684

1076 - .54

. 998

0

+

+

270°

979

31.5°

1041

3.60

0

:!:

+

Table V compiles the results of the calibration of the

10 me sourc e .

TABL E V

Calibration Comparison
Oregon State College
10 me Ra- Be Strength

Method
Sigma Pile

1.54 !

e04

X

lcP

!

. 04

X

10

1. 41 ~

. 01

x

1os

n/sec

1 .53

n/sec

Long Counter

n/sec

5

Of the three methods , the long counter is the least accurate
because of errors in the determinat ion ofcp and the large
amount of interpolation required in the numerical inte•
gration.

The sigma pile and the

a2o

tank results agree

quite well , since both methods effectively integrate out
the asymmetry of the sources .

It is to be realized that the

strength of the Oregon State College source is based upon

#68- B and #75- B.

The errors in calibrat ing these two stand

ards were of the order of six per cent , so the Oregon State
College source strength must have an error of approximately
nine per cent .

1.5
A STANDARD THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX
The standard built in this project consists of a
paraffin moderating assembly with facilities for irradi•
ating foils at certain points in the moderator .

The

induced activity of the foils is proportional to the
slowing down density and the thermal neutron flux .

The

assembly is of a simple geometry and consists of a ten
gallon container filled with paraffin.

A thin aluminum

tube is placed vertically in the center of the bucket ,
with a source receptacle located at its lower end.

This

receptacle is 10 em above the bottom of the bucket .

A

series of thin aluminum c7linders filled with paraffin pro
vide a variable separation between the foils and source .
These separations are

2.35, 4. 35 , and 8 . 35 em.

The

saturated activity of the foils , after certain corrections,
gives the neutron flux and slowing down density .
and B were calibrated in the sigma pile .

Foils A

Since Foil A was

calibrated in slot six where the flux is 99. 89 per cent
thermal , no cadmium difference was necessary .

Foil B,

calibrated in the fourth slot , required a cadmium differ
ence to discriminate between thermal neutrons and indium
resonance neutrons .

The tendency of a foil to perturb the

neutron density in its vicinity has been discussed by Bothe

(+, P•437) . One may use Bothe's formula to determine the
fractional reduction of the foil activity due to this

16
perturbing action.

This formula

F a 1 + 0. 34Q( H
}\tr

where At~= traneport mean free path in gr~hit ,
R : radius of the foil ,
D( :

average probability for the absorption

ot a neutron in an isotropic flux
aver ged over-all directions

~

=1- e

d

=thickness

/'f

= mass

Ei( ~d)

-l'd(l-/'d) + (/'d) 2 Ei ( -t*d)

of the foil in g/cm2

bsorption coefficient of the foil,

• exponential integral function

=1-1'~ ~ ~.,&'
- ~

t;

was derived on a probability ar ument for a non- absorbing
medium, which i

=2800

certainly valid tor graphit

•ince

A t.A~

c • In the toil cal1br tion the toils were exposed

in a graphite boat in the different slot

of the pile and

then counted with the same standardized Geiger- MUller
counter, as described on page 7.
innhe

thick, were used in th

Cadmium cover , 0.018

foil and moderator cali·

bration to determine c dmium differences.

It has b en shown

(12, p. 7) that in the immediate vicinity ot a fast neutron
source, activities other than th

one used in the measure

ments may be induced by fast neutrons . Such an activity is
115
• Figure 2 is a plot of the
the 4.5 hour isomer of In
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foil activity at positions 2. 35 and 4 . 35 em.

The deviation

from a 54-minute half- life is observed at 2. 35 em.

Table VI

gives the results of the foil and moderator calibration.
TABLE VI
Calibration of the Standard Thermal Neutron Flux
Foil Calibration in Sigma Pile

E.2!!

Ab(c/10 min)

! 126

#A( 0. 1
g/cm2 )
in 6th
slot

6250

#B(O . l
g/cm2 )
in 4th
slot

274, 000 -

+

2475

Ac(c/10 min)

Foil Efficiency
"S" (c~lO min/
nlcm /sec)
+

206. 5 -

0

3940! 314

4. 2

201 . 8 : 2. 1

Standard Neutron Flux Calibration

Z~cml

Ab {cLlO minl

2. 35

210, 795 -+
2280

4 . 35

140, 864 1820

8 . 35

64, 700 1260

+
+

ActcLlO min}

Thermal Neutron
Flux (nv)
Lo.Lgm2Zsec)

20, 510 -+
730

936 ! 15
(Foil B)

12, 946 630

+

629 ! 12
(Foil B)

4510 ! 380

290 ! 8
(Foil A)

In the determination of the foil efficiency "S"
"S" = F At
=L
nv at that slot nv

. (Ab - 1 . 07 A0 )

18
where F is Bothe ' s formula , see page 16,
F .:: 1 . 025
R

=1 . 27 em

C(:.

0 . 1$8

.(.(:. 93 cm2/g
d : 0. 1 g/cm2
Ei( ~ d) :

In the standard neutron flux calibration,

"nv" :

Atfs

- 1 . 855 .

19

CALIBRATION OF THE BF.3 PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
'i'he e.x.oerg1c reaction

a10

(n. o<) Li7 is used exten

sively in the detection of neutrons.

A suitable device

employing this reaction is a BF.3 proportional counter
which transmits its pulses to a linear amplifier, discrim
inator, scaler combination.

The above counter, together

with cadmium difference measurements, may be used as a
thermal neutron detector.

Surrounding the tube with a

cadmium covered cylinder of paraffin provides a fast neu•
tron detector.

These combinations may be calibrated to

give suitable fast and slow neutron survey devices.
An enriched BF

3

proportional counter (RCL Model 2,

Mark 2, #13$1) was calibrated in the top stringer of the
sigma pile.

The tube was seated in a 2 1/16 inch diameter

cylindrical hole in the top stringer.

Pulse counting was

carried out with an Atomic Instrument Company scaler
combination, Model #204-C.

A correction was made on the

calibration because of the perturbing action of the tube
upon the thermal neutron flux at the top stringer.
Appendix 2.

See

Table VII gives the results of the tube eali•

bration• with #68-B as the fast neutron source.
A wooden moderator was built using dry pine boards
glued and bolted together to form a block 12" x 12" x 36".
A hole 28 em deep was drilled into the block along the
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center line of the largest dimension to provide a source
port.

Two tube ports 2 l/8" square by 21" inches deep

were drilled into the block parallel to the source port
at a distance l l/4" and 2 l/4"•

The entire block was

covered with cadmium to prevent scattered neutrons from
reentering,

This precaution was probably unnecessary,

since experiments with the standard thermal neutron flux
moderating assembly showed that the activity of an indium
foil was independent of whether or not the assembly was
covered with cadmium.
TABLE VII

Oalibration of RCL BF 3 Proportional Counter #1351
820,890 ! 4710 c/10 min
Tube bare (Ab)
Tube cadmium covered

(A )
0

Background

234

! 25

c/10 min

2 c/10 min

Undisturbed thermal
neatron flux (nv)
Correction factor

.75

Correc~ed thermal
neutron flux (nv)c

199 n/cm2/sec

Counter sensitivity
Ab _ ( A 0 + background)
8
(nv)c

=

413 ! 13

c/min
n/cm2/sec
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The Oregon State College Ra-Be source and the RCL
BF

3

counter #1351 were introduced into the source and

tube ports.

The discriminator settings on the ampli

fier scaler were identical to those in the tube cali
bration.

The activity of the calibrated tube was trans

formed into a calibrated flux for the block.

Table VIII

gives the results.
TABLE VIII
Calibration of the Wooden Moderator

Tube Port
#1: 1 1/2"
wood be
tween
source and
counter
#2: 2 1/4"
wood be
tween
source and
counter

Ac+Back'round
c_lO min
+
904 247 ± 4696
113
95
Ab
cLlo min

+

5502
122

At
cLlo min
85.551
603

+

Thermal Neutron
Flux Density(nv)
nv: At
lOxS
+
20.72- 0.8
n/cm /sec

+

+

19.7 - o.a
n/cm2/seo

The calibration of the wooden moderator provides a device
for determining the sensitivity of a BF 3 proportional
counter tube which may be used as a slow neutron survey
meter.

The calibrated flux is approximately sixty times

smaller than the permissible flux of 1200 slow neutrons per
cm2/sec. as determined by the Atomic Energy Commission.
However. this is sufficient.
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CALIBRATION OF THE SLOW NEUTRON SURVEY METER
The slow neutron survey meter was described in the
thesis (Oregon State College 19.54) entitled "A Survey Meter
for the Absolute Determinations of Thermal Neutron Flux
Densities" by Mr . Robert Allen Bennett .
was now carried out at the Hanford Works .

Its calibration
A cave was con•

structed in a large stack of graphite located in the 3745
Building .

A Po- B neutron source. H. W. # 304 (9 . 8 x l0 6n/sec),

was placed at the rear of the cave with a wall of graphite
three feet thick separating the source and the opening of
the cave .

This wall served as the moderating medium for the

fast neutrons emitted by the source .

The Po· B source has

very little gamma radiation associated with its neutron
emission; hence a calibration may be performed in a gamma
free field .

The wall of graphite was adjusted in thickness

to give a reasonably constant thermal neutron flux at the
front of the cave .

This flux was determined by dividing

the front face into a grid system of three rows and four
columns. and measuring the flux at the twelve intersections
of the rows and columns with a calibrated BF 3 proportional
counter . This is the one- inch diameter counter described in
Appendix 2 . Table 2.
tion was 6 . 2

!

Its sensitivity after the sink correc

. 2 c/min/n/cm2/sec .

results of the traverse .

Table IX gives the

The survey meter was sealed into

a neoprene bag to protect the circuit from graphite

dus~
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It was then placed in the cave with the center lines of
the chambers flush with the front of the cave .

The meter

readings were observed with and without the chambers
covered with cadmium.

50

From this one obtains
ma deflection on 1010 ohm range

6 ma deflection on 109
1 ma deflection on 10 8

ohm range
ohm range

for an uncorrected slow neutron flux of 275 n/cm2/sec .

A

correction was made on the slow neutron flux because of
scattering by the instrument .

The instrument and a BF 3
proportional counter were placed in the cave , and the
response of the tube was noted.

The instrument was removed

and the tube response again noted.

The response of the tube

was approximately 1 . 17 times as great with the instrument in
the cave as with it removed.

Taking the average flux from

Table IX and multiplying by 1 . 17, one has an average cor
rected flux of 323 n/cm2/ sec . This corresponds to 6.4, 64,
and 640 n/cm2/seo;l ma on the 1010 , 109, and 10 8 ohm ranges .
The method is crude but it puts one on the safe side; that
is, one may overestimate the flux but never underestimate
11
12
it. The additional resistors of 10
o~ were
and 10
installed in the instrument to see if a calibration could be
obtained, using the 10 me Oregon State College Ra- Be source .
The response due to gamma radiation completely masks the
neutron response .

In a measured

g~

field of

450

mr/hr,

10
the detector gave a 15 ma deflection on the 10
scale, and
a one and one-half ma deflection on the 109 scale.

This

corresponds to approximately 30 mr/hr/ma deflection on the
most sensitive scale.

See Figure 3·

The calculated value

of the sensitivity of the survey meter is approximately
five times less than the experimental value.

Since the

experimental value is on the safe side, it is quite possible
that these two values are of the same order of magnitude.
TABLE IX

Neutron Flux Traverse of the Graphite Cave
Sensitivity of the traversing
proportional counter

s-

1458 ! 20 c/min
- 6.2 !: 2 c/min
- .89 x 265 n/cm2/sec - 1 rl/cm!/sec

Top Row:
1
2

4
Middle Row:
1
2
3
4
Bottom Row:
1
2

a

ny(n/gm2/sec)

At

Column

f

8i.39 ! 1.$1
8 25 t 153
8579 ~ 153
8712 - 154

272
4.8
278- 5
277 ! 5
282 : 5

8593 : 153
152
8549
9052 + 156
8858 - 155

*

278 !: 5
280 ± 5
293 :t 5
286 : 5

+

264 !
264 ±
262 t
266 :

8195
8200
8137
8235

:.
;
-

149
149
149
149
Average nv

275

5
5
5
5

! 5
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FAST NEUTRON SURVEY METER
Ionization chambers using pulse-hei ght techniques
probably offer the most straight-forward approach to the
fast neutron dosimetry problem since they allow measure
ments to be made which do not depend strongly on the
directional properties and spectrum of the incident flux.
However , the method involves the use of specially con
structed and calibrated chambers not readily available
except in a few laboratories, and also may involve rather
tedious calculation of wall effects.

Such chambers also

serve as excellent gamma ray detectors; hence in mixed
fields provisions must be made for separating the two
ponents so they may be properly evaluated.

co~

An alternate

technique consists of measuring separately the neutron flux
density and the neutron spectrum of the radiation field, and
then calculating the corresponding dosage .

One of the best

techniques for measuring neutron spectra is the use of
nuclear emulsions.

Rosen {8, pp.32-38) has presented a

detailed review of the various techniques.

After the

esta~

lishment of the spectra and the flux, a dosag e may be inter
preted from a first collision tissue dose curve.
Figure

4.

Thompson (10,

P•4J)

See

gives the details of a proton

recoil scintillation counter that measures the neutron flux
density.

If one knows the spectrum of the neutrons under

observation, an average neutron energy may be estimated and
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hence also the energy flux density delivered by the neu
trons .

The instrument is useful because of its non

directional properties , sensitivity , and selective response
to fast neutrons .

It is to be emphasized that this instru

ment is only as good as the ability of the operator to
determine the average energy of the neutrons or the bio
log ical effects due to the energy deposited in the medium
under observation .

Two hollow polyethylene hemispheres

were formed by the shop personnel of the Radiation Labora
tories , University of California .

The hemispheres were

coated on the inside with a thin layer of Duco cement and
RCA Phosphor #33Z20A (ZnS : Ag- activated) by rotating the
hemispheres at a uniform speed while spraying the mixture
with a compressed air atomizer .

They were light sealed

with paint on the outside and were joined to gether with
black electrical tape .

A magnetically shielded RCA 5819

multiplier phototube was introduced into the sphere to view
the scintillations produced in the ZnS by the recoil pro
tons .

The light pulses from the multiplier phototube were

fed into a two - stag e negative feed- back amplifier .
Figure

S.

See

Saturation is prevented by a crystal limiter

XTAL- l - IN$4A which conducts away the undershoot of the
pulse , and thus prevents overshooting .

The instrument was

set to discriminate against pulses from Compton and pair
produced electrons .

The selected amplified pulse triggers
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a univibrator which in turn delivers a pulse to an inte•
grating circuit .

The input current is averaged to give

a direct current meter reading .
plete instrument .
checked with a

Fig ure 6 shows the

co~

The linearity of t he three ranges was

50 me Ra gamma source.

The number of

pulses could be varied in a known manner by changing the
distance of source and instrument and making use of the
inverse square relationship .

The linearity was adjusted

with the trimming capacitors in the grid circuit of the
meter integrator .

i~e

calibration of t he instrument was

carried out at a point five feet from any walls or fl oors.
The

50 me Ra gamma source was placed at a distance to give

a 100 mr/hr gamma field at the sphere .
The discriminator was adjusted to bias out the elec
tron pulses from the 100 mr/hr gamma field .

Th e 10 me

Ra- Be source was placed at such a point so as to give an
approximate 100 mr/hr field at the sphere .

The fast neu

tron flux at this point (38 . 5 em center to center) was
approximately 8. 25 n/om2/seo .

If one assumes an average

energy of 5 . 6 Mev for the Ra- Be neutrons , the above flux
corresponds to 46 . 2 Mev/cm2/seo delivered to the instrument.
The survey meter indicated 60 o/min.

The experimentaJ.

sensitivity of the meter is 46 . 2 Mev/cm2/ sec/c/sec.
may calculate the sensitivity (10 ,

P•44>

One

using the formula
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c: nv(l x lo- 27 ) NHAEm
wh13re

C: counts/sec,
nv : neutron flux density (n/cm2/sec),
NH :. number of hydrogen nuclei/cm.3 1
A= area of sphere,
Em ~

mean energy of incident neutrons.

The calculated sensitivity (assuming every recoil proton
produces a scintillation) is 14 Mev/cm2/sec/c/sec.

A

similar calibration was performed with the source and the
survey meter separated lOO em (center to center).

The

experimental sensitivity is 51 Mev/cm2/sec/c/sec, compared
to a calculated value of 15.6.

The above formula was

derived assuming every recoil proton produces a scintil
lation in the ZnS.

Thompson (10, p.44) has shown that the

relative response of the counter depends upon the thickness
of the phosphor deposted on the inside of the sphere.

The

calculated an d experimental values will differ because of
too much or too little deposited phosphor.

From Figure 4

the aforementioned 46.2 Mev/cm2/sec corresponds to 1.65
mrem/hr.

It is to be emphasized that the above calculation

is somewhat crude due to the fact that the gamma ray dose
from either source is not known with any accuracy.

Also,

in order to get a sizable response on the most sensitive
scale. the 10 me source was quite near the detector.

This
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involves errors because of the source size, center-to
center measurement, etc.

The instrument should be cali

brated with a much larger source so as to g ive some

con~

fidence as to the calibration of the higher ranges.

In

actual practice the instrument could be compared with a
moderated BF

3 tube to give more reliability to the measure

ments of the fast neutron flux.

FIGURE I
ANISOTROPY OF THE lOme Ro-Be SOURCE
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FOIL TECHNIQUE
The detection of neutrons by thin foils (12, p . 6)
simultaneously involves s1mplicity and accuracy.
foils were used in this work .

Indium

Their use depends on the

slow neutron reaction
Inl15 + n ~ rn*11 ~ snll6

+

R- •

The excited states of In undergo beta decay with half
lives of 13 seconds and 54 minutes .

Other periods are also

noted if the neutron energies are high enough to excite
the isomer of In11 5. The excited state decays with the
emission of gamma rays .

Fortunately, beta counters are

relatively insensitive to gamma radiation, so one may dis
criminate against the fast neutron activation.

After three

minutes the 13- seeond activity has disappeared, and one
counts separately the 54- minute activity .

If a foil is

irradiated and counted, the saturated activity is given by
A8

::

C
e -A t(1- e -A T) (1 e -~i)

where

A8

:.

saturated activity,

C - counts recorded in time "T",.
t

:

elapsed time between removal from the neu•
tron flux and start of counting,

T :. length of counting period,

1'" - irradiation time
~

=

disintegration constant .
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SINK EFFECT
Bothe (1 , P•437) has pointed out the perturbing action
of foils upon the neutron density in a diffusing medium.
One would also expect a similar effect by :BF

3 proportional

counter tubes due to the absorption of neutrons in the BF 3
gas and the tube walls . To check this effect the tube was
positioned in the center of the top stringer of the sigma
pile .

The fast neutrons from the Ra- Be source are slowed

down in the graphite and diffused into the tube and its
surroundings .

The thermal neutron flux is depressed in

the vicinity of the tube because of the absorption of ther
mal neutrons in the tube .

In the following work three

approximations were made :
1.

At the point in question the neutron flux is
100 per cent thermalized; that is to say , the
most probable velocity is

(2kT)~

and the

m

corresponding energy is .025 ev .
2.

One may represent the upper extremity of the sigma
pile by a unit cell (3, p. 26$) .

Suppose that the

square cross section can be replaced by a circular
cross section of the same area.

The equivalent

cell of circular cross section will then be a
cylinder with the BF 3 tube at the center . The
radius of the unit cell is equal to the distance
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from the center of the tube to the outer
boundary of the pile .

R0 and R1 are the radii
of the tube and unit cell .

3.

Simple diffusion theory is applicable .

With the above in mind. one may define the fractional
depression of the thermal neutron flux as the ratio of the
neutron current density into the tube and the neutron
current qensity into a graphite rod replacing the tube .
That is.

1.
J

where

=neutron

$~

current density,

is the thermal neutron flux evaluated
at the tube boundary r

~o

=R

0

•

is the thermal neutron flux with the tube
replaced by the rod•

At~ is the transport mean free path.

In cylindrical coordinates. the diffusion equation for the
steady state is

D\72.~ - ~~ ~ + t
where

::.0

<P represents the thermal neutron .flux.
D is the diffusion coefficient =
~

\] is the Laplacian operator.

-At3

11 •

=E~ is the macroscopic absorption cross section,
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~

is the source term, equal to the number of
neutrons becoming thermal in the moderator/
cmJ/sec .

This is a constant .

Foil measurements made at different points along and around
the tube show little variation in activity.

This is an

approximation 't o a homogeneous neutron density.

Since

there- is symmetry with respect to Z.ttllde , one may write
the diffusion equation as
2

2.

d 4> +l. d<f>
d,2 II dn

-

~-D 4> + D't -

0

where ~~ _ 1

T-- I'

L is the diffusion length.
This equation is of the inhomogeneous type . The solution
of the homogeneous part is

where 1 0 and K0 are modified Bessel functions
of the first and second kind of zero order

(5 ' pp . 226- 236) .•

The K function must be retained (even though it approaches
0

oo as r approaches 0) because the moderator reg ion of the
cell does not include the origin.

The particular solution

of equation 2 may be obtained by setting

~- <Pp -D

and

cpp :

~

constant so

..t
l)

.1. : 4>.
~

.

The units or 1£-/~, are neutrons/cm2/aeo , so one may identify
this term with ~0

•

Hence the complete solution is

. The arbitrary constants may be investigated by imposing
certain boundary conditions; namely:

~

=o

at r : R1

and f is finite at all points inside the cell ,

so

<f>IR,:

hence

and

-[c, r.(f) r (2 K. ti-l] - 0
c,J:o(~

ko(t}

cp: cf>.- ~) [r.ffi K.(~)- J:.(~) J<.(T)]
4. ~: cJ>o - ( [To(f} ko({t) -lo(~) ko{~}]

Let the expression in square brackets .: N

6.
<PRo :: <Po - C[N)
Now taking the first derivative of equation

41 with

respect

to r and remembering that

d [..,.~o\L.
1.!1)] -- lr
dn
L (LL)
L..
I

(-f}

where r 1
and K 1 (~) are
modified Bessel functions
of the first and second
kind of first order,

*

one has

=- f[I,(f) k.({:) +:z:.(~)k.lTl]

This may be evaluated at r : R0 to get

Now let the expression in square brackets : M
so

a.

MJ
: - ~[M]
dll Ro
L

The constant C may be evaluated in terms of the reflection
coefficient or albedo (3 , p . l29) of the tube .

The albedo

B =1 - o< where oc is the thermal blackness or the average
absorption probability of the tube .

The albedo is by
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definition
where Jin and Jout are the

8 : 1- GC: if~t

neutron current densities
in and out of the tube,
and by the definition of J'in and Jout
Jin(l... «)

(3~

p.l02),

= Jout

[cp, + 2tlt."
itj](l«) =[<t>,- ~ ~\ ]
3
d Ro
3
d Rt
Now substitute for <PR, a-,d #IR from equations 6 and 8,
9.

1

ll

and solving for C one has

10. ( :

oe.
oJ.I(-

n

b

0

cf?o

14-~t' A1l•-i)

The er,t)ression for · may oe substituted into

q>110 and

and these in turn substituted into equation

l

to get f .

11.
C(

f= 1- t~,y+ ~ Mo<

}

cc,.Y- ij-At.- A1(•- !£)

JL
may be measured by introducing the tube and shielded

foils into the thermal neutron field as indicated below.
Situation 1 .

A small cadmium shield .018 inches thick

and one inch in diameter is placed on the tube and covered
with the foil (side 1 facing out).

This effectively

shields foil side 2 from neutrons coming out of the tube.
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Situation 2 .

The foil ( side l facing out ) is placed

on the tube and covered with the cadmium ahield.

This

shields foil side l from neutrons coming into the tube .
The difference in the saturated activity of the foil
exposed in the two different situations is proportional
to
oC

0( ;

that is.

- ~neutrons absorbed
- Jin- Jout _ A1 - A2
... neutrons striking the tube Jln
- A1

where A1 :. the saturated activity of foil side 1 exposed
in situation 1 . and A2 : the saturated activity of foil
side 2 exposed in situation 2 .

The shielded foil was

placed on the tube , irradiated, and then counted with a
thin window Geiger-MUller counter in a standard geometry.
The experiments showed that this method of
unreliable.

In using the formula Jin-Jout

Jln

determining~ was

'

one must take

the difference of two numbers whose limits of counting
errors overlap .

For example,

'208:t: 8 -I 'f2i i
20t~ i

One may calculate oc , using Bothe ' s formula
Ol:

1- e-A.{G{I-Md) + ~d):t E.t(-Md)

if one assumes that the neutron flux traverses the tube
walls along the normal to the surface, so that d is equal
to twice the wall thickness .

Measurements were made on

three brass BF3 tubes of different sizes . They were com
posed of 65 per cent copper and 35 per cent zinc .
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Table X gives weighed averages of nuclei/g, density

P,

the absorption cross section for the tubes, and the cal
oulated value of o<.
TABLE X
Calculation of the Average Absorption Probabilitl
N/A(x 10

21 )

f(g/cm3)

<14 (barns)

Cu

9-47

8.89

).6

Zn

9.21

7.19

1.0

Tube

9.)8

8.)0

2.7

~

(.(.(d) Tube

("<d) BF 3

$.(A. d

Calculated o<

l/32" X 1/2"
X 5 l/2"

.033

.oo1

.034

.06

1/16"
X 9"

X

l"

.o66

.007

.073

.13

1/32"

X

2"

.03.3

.012

.045

.oa

X

21"

The fraction f was measured by exposing a foil on the tubes
and then on graphite rods of equivalent size.

The ratio of

the saturated activities gave
f: Atube
Agraphite

•

In determining A, the same side of the foil was always
counted in a standard geometry .
of f measured and calculated.

Table XI gives the results
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TABLE XI
Sink Effect

Tube

and Calculations

Measurement~

Size of Foil
Used in
Measuring f

f Measured

f Calculated

l/32" walls
X l/2"
diameter x
5 l/2"
H.W. #10

1/4" diameter
.oo5" thick

.97 +- . 01
average of
2 determi
nations

l/16" walls

l/2" diameter
.oo5" thick

.89 - .02
average of
9 determi
nations

.90

1" diameter
.oo5" thick

-75 : .02
average of
3 determi
nations

.11

X 1 11

diameter x
9"
H.w. #40
1/32"
walls
11
X

2

diameter x
21"
RCL #1351

+

Values of N and M are listed in Table XII.

TABLE XII
Values of Bessel Functions
Ro(cm}

Rl(cm}

L(cm)

-N

M

#10

0.64

80

50.2

-7.6

133.8

H.W. #40

1.27

80

50.2

-6.5

69.5

RCL #1351

2.54

80

50.2

-5.22

17.1

-Tube

H.w.

The above agreement between experiment and theory may
be fortuitous due to the approximations made in the deriva
tion.

